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Abstract 

In 1530, Antonio Correggio painted the Assumption of the Virgin fresco in Parma Cathedral. Heaven is a 

blinding light in a void at the center of a spiraling vortex of bodies circling around it, both leading up to it and 

falling away from it. Such an image would be repeated several times in the period of the Baroque, and it would 

be one of the core aesthetic devices of Baroque art. In Correggio’s fresco, and in the Baroque, God is a void 

of blinding light, ineffable and inaccessible, represented as a negation, as in negative theology, or as what 

cannot be conceptualized or perceived, as in apophatic theology. Despite its prominent role in Baroque icono-

graphy in the Counter Reformation, apophatic theology is a product of the Platonic and Neoplatonic tradition. 

Keywords: apophatic, Baroque, iconography. 

(Figure 1) In 1530, Antonio Correggio painted the Assumption of the Virgin fresco in Parma 

Cathedral. Heaven is a blinding light in a void at the center of a spiraling vortex of bodies circling 

around it, both leading up to it and falling away from it. Such an image would be repeated several 

times in the period of the Baroque, and it would be one of the core aesthetic devices of Baroque art. 

In art historical literature in English on Correggio’s fresco, there is no explanation for Correggio’s 

unprecedented and influential aesthetic device. (Figure 2) Correggio made use of a dramatic 

foreshortening device called di sotto in su, or “from below to above,” a device initiated by Andrea 

Mantegna in the Camera Picta or Camera degli Sposi of the Palazzo Ducale in Mantua, begun in 1465 

for Ludovico Gonzaga. (Figure 3) In Renaissance Humanism, knowledge of God could be 

represented in mathematical and geometrical compositions, as in Botticelli’s portrait of Saint 
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Augustine contemplating an armillary sphere. God’s work could be logically explained, as in the 

Timaeus of Plato. Portraits of God appear often in Renaissance painting. (Figure 4) They are seldom 

in the middle ages, one exception being God the architect on a moralized bible in 1220, posing as 

Plato’s demiurge. In Correggio’s fresco, and in the Baroque, God is a void of blinding light, ineffable 

and inaccessible, represented as a negation, as in negative theology, or as what cannot be 

conceptualized or perceived, as in apophatic theology. 

The Protestant Reformation challenged the doctrines of the Catholic Church, in particular the Ninety-

five Theses of Martin Luther in 1517. The Protestant movement promoted a doctrine of “grace alone 

through faith alone on the basis of Scripture alone,” rejecting all textual precedent, especially classical 

philosophy. The horrific events of the Sack of Rome in 1527, largely propelled by the venom of the 

Protestant movement, compelled the Catholic Church in Italy to adopt more faith-based, spiritual 

doctrines in what was called the Counter Reformation, officially beginning with the Council of Trent 

in 1545 and closing at the end of the Thirty Years War in 1648. In this heightened emphasis on faith 

and spirituality, and mysticism, negative theology or apophatic theology played a role, and its 

presence is particularly widespread in Baroque art.  

 (Figure 5) In Rome the blinding void at the center of the chaotic vortex of material reality can be 

seen in ceiling frecoes such as the Allegory of Divine Providence in the Palazzo Barberini, painted by 

Pietro da Cortona in the 1630s; (Figure 6) the Triumph of the Name of Jesus in Il Gesù, painted by 

Giovanni Battista Gaulli, or Il Baciccio, in the early 1680s, with stuccos by Antonio Raggi; (Figure 

7) or the Apotheosis of Saint Ignatius in the Church of Sant’Ignazio, the second-largest Jesuit church

in Rome, next to the Jesuit Collegio Romano, painted by Andrea Pozzo in the late 1680s. Pozzo was

an expert in the di sotto in su, and published a treatise on perspective entitled Perspectiva pictorum

et architectorum. (Figure 8) The device can be found in sculpture, such as the Cathedra Petri in San

Pietro, sculpted by Gianlorenzo Bernini in the late 1640s. (Figure 9) And it can be found in

architecture, as in San Carlo alle Quattro Fontane, a Trinitarian church begun in 1638 by Francesco

Borromini, (Figure 10) or Sant’Andrea al Quirinale, a Jesuit church down the street from San Carlo,

opened in 1670 by Bernini, with stuccos by Antonio Raggi. (Figure 11) Il Baciccio, or “the big kiss,”

was a student of Bernini; a bozzetto or sketch for his ceiling in Il Gesù can be found in the Galleria

Spada. Il Gesù is the head church of the Jesuit order, the largest missionary order of the Counter

Reformation.
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So what is the iconography of the Baroque images telling us? God is never compared to the sun in 

the Christian Bible, which is dominated by cataphatic theology, descriptions of the divine. Despite 

its prominent role in Baroque iconography in the Counter Reformation, apophatic theology is a 

product of the Platonic and Neoplatonic tradition. In the Phaedrus of Plato, “But of this region beyond 

the skies no mortal poet has sung or ever will sing …. The region of which I speak is the abode of the 

reality with which true knowledge is concerned, a reality without colour or shape, intangible but 

utterly real, apprehensible only by intellect which is the pilot of the soul” (247C).1 In the Republic, 

the good is “the source not only of the intelligibility of the objects of knowledge, but also of their 

being and reality; and yet it is not itself that reality, but is beyond it …” (509b).2 In the Timaeus, “on 

many matters concerning the gods and the whole world of change we are unable in every respect and 

on every occasion to render consistent and accurate account” (29C).3 In the Parmenides 137–141, the 

One is without measure or existence, and is non-being, and cannot be thought, as for Plotinus. 

In the Enneads of Plotinus, the One (or the good) is formless and has no being or quality (VI.9.3); it 

is beyond knowledge, predication or intellection. The good is beyond all things and beyond intellect 

(V.3.13), but is the source of all things and intellect. The entire content of being, which is the 

multiplicity of forms, is the differentiated appearance of the One in intellect.4 While the One cannot 

be known, it is the source of a dynameis, an overflowing, the product of which are the differentiated 

forms of being. In Enneads III.8.10, the One “flows out, so to speak, as if from a spring.”5 The One 

is the overflow, the “power of all things.” Plotinus compares the overflowing to light coming from 

the sun, first to intellect and then to the material world. In V.3.13, “the first activity, which, so to 

speak, flows from it like a light from the sun, is Intellect and the whole intelligible nature …”. The 

overflow of the One is the light which illuminates both the intelligibles and the material world. 

Following Plato in the Republic 509b, light is the condition of all visibility without being an object 

1 Plato, Phaedrus, trans. Walter Hamilton (London: Penguin Books, 1973). 
2 Plato, The Republic, trans. Desmond Lee (London: Penguin Books, 1955). 
3 Plato, Timaeus, trans. Desmond Lee (London: Penguin Books, 1965). 
4 See Eric Perl, Theophany: The Neoplatonic Philosophy of Dionysius the Areopagite (Albany: State University of New 
York Press, 2007), p. 26. 
5 Plotinus, Enneads, trans. A. H. Armstrong (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, the Loeb Classical Library, 
1966). 
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of sight in the same way that the One is the condition of all thought and being without being an object 

of thought. In V.5.7, if intellect looks at the medium by which it sees things, “it looks at light and the 

source of light,” and when intellect can disengage itself from the material world, it “will see a light, 

not a distinct light in something different from itself, but suddenly appearing, alone by itself in 

independent purity…”. 

The differentiated multiplicity which is a product of the One as overflow desires to return to its source. 

Being desires non-being, form desires the formless, and intellect desires what it cannot grasp. Desire 

in contemplation is propelled by the impossibility of its consummation. In VI.7.36, the soul is drawn 

to the good, “shining upon all the intelligible world,” and is carried out of the material world “by the 

surge of the wave of Intellect itself and lifted on high by a kind of swell and sees suddenly, not seeing 

how, but the vision fills his eyes with light and does not make him see something else by it, but the 

light itself is what he sees.” In VI.7.16, Intellect “did not ever see the Good, but lived towards it and 

depended on it and turned to it.” The sun is the cause of the being and visibility of sense objects, and 

of sight itself, in the same way that the good is the cause of intellect and light, thus “giving by its own 

light thinking and being thought to the real beings and to intellect.” 

As the One is formless, the source of all intelligible form, and ungraspable, in VI.7.32 “when you 

cannot grasp the form or shape of what is longed for, it would be most longed for and most lovable, 

and love for it would be immeasurable.” The desire for the formless is the desire for light itself, as 

the good, the cause of being. In I.6.9, in contemplation, when you are “at home with yourself in purity, 

with nothing hindering you from becoming in this way one, with no inward mixture of anything else, 

but wholly yourself, nothing but true light, not measured by dimensions, or bounded by shape … 

when you see that you have become this, then you have become sight …”. The One cannot be spoken 

about, but it can be desired, but the desire can never be consummated. 

In the Enneads, Plotinus describes the One and the rational forming principle of nature as being the 

object of desire in knowledge. In VI.7.25, “… the good … should of necessity be delightful, and … 

the desired object must altogether hold delight for the one who is attaining or has attained it …”. The 

manifestation of the intellect in the luminous heavens is contemplated by “exceedingly blessed 

spectators.” In Plato’s Phaedrus (111A3), “Happy are they who behold the sight of it.” In Enneads 

V.8.4, “They do not grow weary of contemplation there, or so filled with it as to cease

contemplating …”. For Plotinus, if the soul is able to perceive absolute beauty and harmony in the
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intellectual realm, then the soul is able to perceive manifestations of that beauty and harmony in the 

sensible realm, even as it is represented in the arts. In Enneads II.9.16, “For, indeed, even in pictures 

those who look at the works of art with their eyes do not see the same things in the same way, but 

when they recognise an imitation on the level of sense of someone who has a place in their thought 

they feel a kind of disturbance and come to a recollection of the truth; this is the experience from 

which passionate loves arise.” Love is the process of bringing to vision, through understanding, the 

transcendent beauty of which physical beauty is a manifestation. 

It is possible in the thought of Plotinus that the ineffable beauty of the good, that which is the source 

of beauty and beyond beauty itself, can be represented in the sensible world. Or, at least, that forms 

in the sensible world can suggest the ineffable beauty of the divine, or the possibility of such beauty. 

It is the contemplation of sensible forms in perception, and the consciousness of perception as distinct 

from the sensible forms, or the intellectual, which leads to the contemplation of the intelligible in 

sense perception. While the perception of the beauty of the good is only possible for those souls which 

have been trained and disciplined for it, the good, and the beauty of the good, are present always 

already in every soul. The love of beauty on the part of the soul follows the love of the good. 

The perception of intelligible beauty is a medium by which the soul understands the divine. 

Intelligible beauty may be perceived in art in the understanding that the beauty of a form of art has 

nothing to do with the form itself, but with how the form corresponds to the idea of beauty in the 

mind. The making of art, and the contemplation of beauty in nature, is a perpetual cycle of desire in 

the pursuit of the good, which is ineffable and unattainable, but the pursuit of which is necessary for 

its understanding, for the consummation of being, for the cultivation of the intellect, its disciplining 

in the understanding of the intelligible, and for the experience of love. 

As beauty enters into matter from the Idea it is dispersed and weakened, as it is transferred from the 

unified and pure light of the good to multiple intertwined bodies, as in the Baroque ceiling fresco. In 

Enneads V.8.1, “For a thing is weaker than that which abides in unity in proportion as it expands in 

its advance towards matter.” The negation of being in representation, or the suggestion of the 

possibility of something beyond being, is achieved by the blinding void at the center of the self-

construct of knowledge in the form of the hierarchies of being, as in the ceiling frescoes. The center 

as void corresponds to the in-between space of perception in vision, or that which escapes our 

constructed perception, which was called by Jacques Lacan the Gaze, which is the visual 
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manifestation of what Lacan calls the Real, that which escapes all representation. In the Monadology 

(15) of Gottfried Leibniz, the in-between space is the space of desire, or the unattainable object of

desire, which is being itself, or the void at the center of being, what Lacan would call the petite objet

a. Human thinking brings about a sequence of thoughts and perceptions that can never be completely

attained or satisfied, thus always containing a lack, through which partially constructed percepts

interact to construct a representation. In Freudian terminology, the Gaze is “the primordial void

around which the drive circulates, the lack that assumes positive existence in the shapeless form of

the thing.”6 It is das Ding, the impossible and unattainable substance of fulfillment.

Pseudo-Dionysius compared God to darkness, but the “Darkness disappears in the light, the more so

as there is more light.”7 Pseudo-Dionysius saw the One as beyond being and thought. Union with the

One is “like a fire” and a “blazing light.”8 In the Divine Names, the One is the unknown, beyond all

knowing and unknowable (593B), and “the unknowing of what is beyond being is something above

and beyond speech, mind, or being itself” (588A).9 Similar to Plotinus’ descriptions of emanation as

an overflowing and return as the surge of a wave or swell, Pseudo-Dionysius described the circuitus

spiritualis, as Marsilio Ficino would call it, in the dynamic terms of a spiraling vortex, suggesting the

Baroque aesthetic. In the Divine Names, “Herein the divine love eminently shows its endlessness and

beginninglessness, as an eternal circle, whirling around through the Good, from the Good, and in the

good and to the Good in unerring coiling-up, always proceeding and remaining and returning in the

same and by the same” (712C–713A).10 In the Ninth Letter, Pseudo-Dionysius predicted the Baroque

aesthetic: “There are too those other sacred pictures used to represent God, so that what is hidden

may be brought out into the open and multiplied, what is unique and undivided may be divided up,

and multiple shapes and forms be given to what has neither shape nor form. All this is to enable the

6 Slavov Zizek, Looking Awry: An Introduction to Jacques Lacan through Popular Culture (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 
1991), p. 83. 
7 Pseudo-Dionysius, Pseudo-Dionysius: The Complete Works, trans. Colm Luibheid (New York: Paulist Press, 1987): 
First Letter (EP1, 1065 AB). 
8 Ibid: Ecclesiastical Hierarchy (EH, 393A), Divine Names (DN, 592C). 
9 Ibid. 
10 Translated in Eric Perl, Theophany: The Neoplatonic Philosophy of Dionysius the Areopagite, p. 48. 
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one capable of seeing the beauty hidden within these images to find that they are truly mysterious, 

appropriate to God and filled with a great theological light.”11 

(Figure 12) The three levels of Borromini’s San Carlo alle Quattro Fontane on the Quirinale 

correspond to the hypostases of being: the lantern as the One, singularity and source of light; the 

cupola as intellect, displaying geometrical and mathematical patterns; and the worship space as nature 

or the material world, appearing to be wild and chaotic, but with underlying intelligible principles, 

(Figure 13) geometrical and mathematical sequences, as can be seen in the plan. For the Neoplatonist, 

as described by Erwin Panofsky, “the Realm of Nature, so full of vigour and beauty as a manifestation 

of the ‘divine influence’, when contrasted with the shapelessness and lifelessness of sheer matter, is, 

at the same time, a place of unending struggle, ugliness and distress, when contrasted with the 

celestial, let alone the supercelestial world.12 

 (Figure 14) The architecture is vigorous and beautiful, aspiring to divine influence, in its eurhythmia 

and concinnitas, its organic compositional principles and its mathematical relationships, while at the 

same time it is perceived as a place of unending struggle, ugliness and distress in its enigmatic and 

contradictory combinations of formal elements. Being is further represented in San Carlo in the 

enactment of the process of emanation and return, the circuitus spiritualis. As described by Panofsky, 

“The Cosmic Soul in turn converts the static ideas and intelligences comprised in the Cosmic Mind 

into dynamic causes moving and fertilizing the sublunary world, and thus stimulates nature to produce 

visible things .… With all its corruptibility the sublunary world participates in the eternal life and 

beauty of God imparted to it by the ‘divine influence’,” the theophany of the One. “But on its way 

through the celestial realm the ‘splendour of divine goodness’,” the light of the good, “as beauty is 

defined by the Neoplatonists, has been broken up into as many rays as there are spheres or heavens. 

There is therefore no perfect beauty on earth.13 

(Figure 15) The oval floor plan is a distorted shadow of the perfect circle in the lantern, as the physical 

world is a distorted shadow of the perfection of the inaccessible and unknowable One. San Carlo is a 

catechism of the circuitus spiritualis of the enlivened universe where the Idea is converted into the 

11 Pseudo-Dionysius, Pseudo-Dionysius: The Complete Works, trans. Colm Luibheid: Ninth Letter (EP9, 1105 B-C). 
12 Erwin Panofsky, Studies in Iconology (New York: Harper & Row, 1962),  p. 134. 
13 Ibid., p. 132. 
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dynamic causes moving and fertilizing the sublunary world. (Figure 16) The imperfect beauty, 

reconciling God and Nature, as infinitely fragmented through the transition, is the aesthetic of the 

Baroque, the proliferation of the signifier beyond everything signified, as best represented in the 

multiple forms of Borromini and the fragmented rays of celestial light in the sculpture of Gianlorenzo 

Bernini, as in the Cathedra Petri of San Pietro, and the Ecstasy of Saint Theresa in the Cornaro 

Chapel in Santa Maria della Vittoria, a church dedicated to the Catholic victory in the Thirty Years 

War, down the street from San Carlo, where Saint Theresa experiences the ecstasis of communion 

with God, or with the One. 

(Figure 17) According to Fra Bonaventura, the first procurator of San Carlo in the seventeenth 

century, “Everything in San Carlo is so disposed that one thing calls attention to the other. What 

amazes people the most is that when one continues to look at this church it makes one wish to look 

more and one seems to see it anew and is left with the desire to return to see it again. They see so 

well that it gives such pleasure that it does not weary them but rather incites the desire to see more of 

it: it seems to me that this tends to imitate something of the Divine. The Divine Essence incites such 

pleasure that when one sees it, filling the soul with sweetness, it seems to incite a greater desire to 

see it and always seeing it always makes it appear something new.”14 Such was the intention of the 

architecture of Borromini, to enact in a visual, experiential representation the unknowability of the 

divine archetypal intelligence in the Neoplatonic tradition. The architecture was a means by which, 

as expressed by Plotinus, the visible universe can be apprehended in thought. 

(Figure 18) The hypostases of being present at San Carlo, the One, intellect and nature, are also 

present in frontispieces for manuscripts written by Athanasius Kircher which are in the Vatican 

Library, for example the Ars Magna Lucis et Umbrae of 1646, (Figure 19) and the Arithmologia of 

1665. (Figure 20) Kircher was brought to Rome in 1634 by Cardinal Francesco Barberini to assume 

the Chair of the Mathematics Department at the Jesuit Collegio Romano. He taught Neoplatonic 

philosophy at the Università dei Marmorari, or marble workers, which met at the Church of Santi 

Quattro Coronati in Rome. Borromini is recorded as having been a student there at the time. The 

school is still running, but in a different location. Kircher is sometimes referred to as “the last 

Neoplatonist.” 

14 The source for this quotation was the procurator of San Carlo in 1998, Giovanni Pujana. 
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(Figure 21) A flame sits on top of Borromini’s spiraling lantern at Sant’Ivo alla Sapienza on the Corso 

del Rinascimento. The lantern is covered with symbols of the four elements, as the lantern is the 

spiraling vortex of the material world caused by the pure and singular light of the One above. (Figure 

22) The intersecting triangles used by Borromini to generate the plan of the chapel are also symbols

of the four elements.

Following Plotinus, Proclus saw being as emanation and return to the One. In The Elements of

Theology, Proposition 1, every manifold participates unity, and in Proposition 4, the One, which is

unity, is also infinitely manifold. In Propositions 33 and 38, emanation and return, propelled by desire,

together constitute a single movement which is the life of the universe, through the same hypostases

of being: the One, intellect, soul, body. In Proposition 129, the soul is linked to intellect by being

enflamed by the henad, the instrument of the One: “If this intelligence be participable, through it the

henad is present also to a soul, and is co-operative in linking the soul to the intelligence and inflaming

it .… in this way the body becomes not only animate and intellective but also divine …”. 

(Figure 23) Several images of enflamed hearts can be found among the iconological figures in the 

Iconologia of Cesare Ripa, a manual of iconology for artists and architects published in Rome in 

1603. The figure of Heaven is shown “holding a vase in which there is a flame of fire, and in the 

middle of it a heart which is consumed,”15 as described in the Iconologia. In the Celestial Hierarchies, 

Pseudo-Dionysius described the heart as “a symbol of the Godlike life, dispersing its own life-giving 

power to the objects of its forethought after the divine likeness.”16 (Figure 24) The figure of Catholic 

Faith is shown holding a heart with a lit candle. Ripa explains, “The heart in the hand with the lit 

candle demonstrates the illumination of the mind born from Faith, which disperses the darkness of 

infidelity and ignorance, as Saint Augustine says: ‘Infidelity is blindness, and faith is illumination’.”17 

(Figure 25) A figure representing the Origin of Love is described as “a woman who holds a round 

and transparent mirror, gazing into the Sun, whose rays pass through the mirror and light a torch 

15 Cesare Ripa, Iconologia (Milano: Tascabili degli Editori Associati, 1992), p. 54: “tenga un vaso nel quale sia una 
fiamma di fuoco, e in mezzo di essa un cuore che si consume.” 
16 John Parker, The Celestial Hierarchy of Dionysius the Areopagite (London: Skeffington, 1894), p. 46. 
17 Cesare Ripa, Iconologia, p. 128: “Il cuore in mano la candela accesa mostra l’illuminatione della mente nata per la 
Fede, che discaccia le tenebre dell’infedelità, e dell’ignoranza, dicendo S. Agostino: ‘Caecitas est infidelitas, e illuminatio 
fides’.” 
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placed in her right hand. From the handle of the mirror hangs a scroll on which the motto is written: 

‘In this way love creates fire in the heart’,”18 which Ripa attributes to Plato; thus “the origin of love 

derives from the eyes and vision.”19 Ripa explains that “the figure of the woman is a simile; as with 

the mirror, art lives when placed before the eyes of the sun, passing the solar rays which light the 

torch; as such our eyes are the mirror of nature, the torch of love in the enflamed heart.”20 He explains 

that, based on Ficino in the De amore, or Commentary on Plato’s Symposium, the eyes are like a 

mirror reflecting the eyes of the Sun, and that fire enters the heart through the eyes, creating the 

spirits. The eyes are thus the cause and origin of love, and love is the medium by which art is created. 

In De amore, Ficino described the angelic mind: “Turning toward God, it is illuminated by his rays, 

and through the splendor of the rays its desire is lit, and lit, everything is turned toward God. In 

turning toward God it assumes form …”.21 Ficino attributes the simile to Plato and Pseudo-Dionysius: 

“Not without reason Pseudo-Dionysius compared God to the sun. As the sun illuminates and heats 

bodies, so God concedes the light of truth to souls and the warmth of charity. This comparison is also 

made in Book VI of the Republic of Plato.”22 According to Ficino, “In the same way the ray of the 

sun illumines four bodies, fire, air, water, and earth, a ray from God illuminates mind, soul, nature 

and matter.”23 

(Figure 26) The enflamed heart is interwoven into Borromini’s design for the Oratorio di San Filippo 

Neri on the Corso Vittorio Emanuele II. The pediment of the façade shows a piece of both the heart 

18 Ibid., p. 329: “Donna che tenga uno specchio trasparente rotondo, incontro all’occhio del Sole, il quale con i suoi raggi 
trapassando per mezzo dello specchio penda una cartella nella quale sia scritto questo motto: ‘Sic in corde facit amor 
incendium’.” 
19 Ibid.: “L’Origine d’Amore deriva dall’occhio, dal vedere.” 
20 Ibid., p. 331: “La presente figura èuna similitudine, si come per lo specchio vivo dell’arte posto incontro all’occhio del 
sole, passando i raggi solari s’accende la facella; cosi per gli occhi nostril specchi della natura, la facella d’amore nel cor 
s’accende.” 
21 Marsilio Ficino, Sopra lo Amore o ver convito di Platone (Forenza: Néri Dorteláta, 1544): “Voltandosi a Dio, dal suo 
raggio èillustrata, e per lo splendor di quell raggio si accende l’appetito suo: acceso, tutto a dio s’accosta: accostandosi, 
piglia le forme: imperocchè, Iddio che tutto può, nella Mente, che a lui si accosta, scolpisce le nature di tutte le cosec he 
si creano. In quella adunque spiritualmente si dipingono tutte le cose, che in questo Mondo sono.” 
22 Ibid., p. 26: “Non senza ragione dionisio agguaglia Iddio al Sole. Imperocchè si come il Sole illumine I corpi e scalda: 
similmente Iddio, lume del vero agli animi concede e ardore di carità. Questa comparazione del VI Libro della Republica 
di Platone.” 
23 Ibid., p. 33: “E come medisiom raggio di sole illustra Quattro corpi, fuoco, aria, acqua e terra: cosi un raggio di Dio, la 
mente, l’anima, la natura e la material illumina.” 
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and the flame (Figure 27), after being superimposed by Borromini to create a design for the window 

grates (Figure 28). The enflamed heart is the emblem of San Filippo Neri, and a symbol of the activity 

of the Oratorians, the second largest missionary order of the Counter Reformation after the Jesuits. 

The Oratorian Nicolo Gigli explained in 1588 that “fire is needed to light the heart which shines, 

while faith is needed for the hope that the spirit is everlasting.”24 The warmth of charity of the 

Oratorians is lit by the flame of the sun, being the light of the good. 

24 Antonio Cistellini, San Filippo Neri (Brescia: Morcelliana, 1989), p. 88: “fuoco bisogna per accendere il cuore di chi 
raggiona, fede per sperre che shi dava spirit alhora lo darà ancora di presente.” 
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 Quest'opera è stata rilasciata sotto la licenza Creative Commons Attribuzione- 
NonCommerciale-NoOpereDerivate 2.5 Italy. Per leggere una copia della licenza visita il sito web 
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.5/it/ o spedisci una lettera a Creative Commons, 559 Nathan 
Abbott Way, Stanford, California 94305, USA. 
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